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ABSTRACT
We present a direct measurement of the mean halo occupation distribution (HOD)
of galaxies taken from the eleventh data release (DR11) of the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey-III Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS). The HOD of BOSS low-
redshift (LOWZ: 0.2 < z < 0.4) and Constant-Mass (CMASS: 0.43 < z < 0.7)
galaxies is inferred via their association with the dark-matter halos of 174 X-ray-
selected galaxy clusters drawn from the XMM Cluster Survey (XCS). Halo masses are
determined for each galaxy cluster based on X-ray temperature measurements, and
range between log10(M180/M⊙) = 13−15. Our directly measured HODs are consistent
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with the HOD-model fits inferred via the galaxy-clustering analyses of Parejko et al.
for the BOSS LOWZ sample and White et al. for the BOSS CMASS sample. Under
the simplifying assumption that the other parameters that describe the HOD hold
the values measured by these authors, we have determined a best-fit alpha-index of
0.91±0.08 and 1.27+0.03−0.04 for the CMASS and LOWZ HOD, respectively. These alpha-
index values are consistent with those measured by White et al. and Parejko et al.
In summary, our study provides independent support for the HOD models assumed
during the development of the BOSS mock-galaxy catalogues that have subsequently
been used to derive BOSS cosmological constraints.
Key words: X-rays: galaxies: clusters – galaxies: haloes
1 INTRODUCTION
In the hierarchical formation scenario, large-scale structures
in the Universe arise through the successive mergers of
increasingly-large dark matter halos. These haloes cannot be
observed directly, but their presence can be inferred from the
galaxies they contain, assuming light traces mass. Galaxy
surveys therefore can be applied to studies of both cosmol-
ogy (e.g., Cole et al. 2005; Eisenstein et al. 2005; Percival
et al. 2007; Blake et al. 2011; Sa´nchez et al. 2012; Tinker
et al. 2012a; Parkinson et al. 2012; Anderson et al. 2014)
and galaxy evolution (e.g., Tinker & Wetzel 2010; Abbas
et al. 2010; Zehavi et al. 2011; Leauthaud et al. 2012; Wet-
zel et al. 2012; Tojeiro et al. 2012).
An essential component of many galaxy survey based
cosmology and galaxy evolution studies is the Halo Occu-
pation Distribution (HOD) model (e.g., Peacock & Smith
2000; Seljak 2000; Berlind & Weinberg 2002; Cooray &
Sheth 2002; Kravtsov et al. 2004). This model encapsu-
lates the complicated physics of galaxy formation and evo-
lution within a relatively simple framework. HOD describes
the mean number of galaxies above a luminosity threshold
within a virialised halo of given mass. Under the HOD frame-
work, the number of galaxies populating a halo increases, on
average, as a function of halo mass. Galaxies populating a
halo are divided into either ‘central’ or ‘satellite’ galaxies
(e.g., Berlind et al. 2003; Zheng et al. 2005a,b). Depending
on its mass and evolution history, a halo can host, or be
devoid of, either or both types of galaxies (above the chosen
luminosity threshold).
Dark matter halos can accrete satellite galaxies and
grow in mass through halo-halo mergers. The central (and
satellite) galaxies of the newly acquired sub-halos become
the satellite galaxies of the dominant halo. In HOD nomen-
clature, the ‘two-halo’ term refers to the region of the HOD
where the physical separation between galaxies is suﬃciently
large that the clustering statistic counts pairs of galaxies
hosted by separate dark matter halos; whereas the ‘one-
halo’ term refers to the non-linear regime where the clus-
tering statistic counts pairs of galaxies hosted by the same
dark-matter halo.
Several methods have been implemented to measure the
form of the HOD for a given galaxy type. These include
fitting a model to the HOD predicted by galaxy-clustering
analyses (e.g., Abazajian et al. 2005; Zheng et al. 2007, 2009;
White et al. 2011; Parejko et al. 2013; Reid et al. 2014;
Nuza et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2015; Miyatake et al. 2015;
More et al. 2015; Rodr´ıguez-Torres et al. 2016), measure-
ments of the galaxy conditional luminosity function (e.g.,
Yang et al. 2003; Cooray 2006; van den Bosch et al. 2007;
Yang et al. 2008; Rodr´ıguez-Puebla et al. 2013; Guo et al.
2016), satellite kinematics, (e.g., More et al. 2009, 2011)
galaxy-galaxy lensing, (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2012; Zu &
Mandelbaum 2015; Park et al. 2015) or by directly counting
the number of galaxies within pre-determined dark-matter
halos e.g., such as those identified by galaxy cluster/group
surveys (e.g., Lin et al. 2004; Collister & Lahav 2005; Ho
et al. 2009; Reid & Spergel 2009; Capozzi et al. 2012a; Tin-
ker et al. 2012b; Hoshino et al. 2015; Capozzi et al. 2012b).
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey-III Baryon Oscillation
Spectroscopic Survey (or BOSS, Eisenstein et al. 2011) is
a spectroscopic survey that has measured redshifts for ￿1.5
million galaxies over an area of ￿10,000 deg2. The primary
scientific goal of BOSS is to place constraints on cosmolog-
ical models by measuring the Baryon Acoustic Oscillation
(BAO) feature (Peebles & Yu 1970; Sunyaev & Zeldovich
1970; Doroshkevich et al. 1978). BOSS also enables other
science, for example studies of galaxy evolution and galaxy
bias. Using the galaxy-clustering approach, measurements
of the HOD of BOSS galaxies have been presented in both
White et al. (2011) and Parejko et al. (2013). Using the
first year of BOSS spectroscopic data, White et al. (2011)
performed a measurement of the real- and redshift-space
clustering of BOSS CMASS-galaxies at z ∼ 0.5, and simul-
taneously fit an HOD model to these data to predict the
mean number of CMASS-galaxies contained within a halo
of given mass. A similar analysis, using low-redshift BOSS
galaxies, was performed by Parejko et al. (2013), in which
they predict the HOD of BOSS LOWZ-galaxies at z ∼ 0.3.
In this paper, we test the HOD models of White et al.
(2011) and Parejko et al. (2013) (W11 and P13, respectively
hereafter) by directly counting the number of BOSS galax-
ies in the vicinity of X-ray clusters taken from the XMM
Cluster Survey (XCS; Romer et al. 2001) in the SDSS DR11
BOSS spectroscopic footprint (Alam et al. 2015). Our moti-
vation for this project is that the W11 and P13 HOD models
have been adopted by many of the subsequent BOSS science
analyses, and it is important to check them using an inde-
pendent technique.
Clusters selected using optical/near-IR galaxy over den-
sity methods suﬀer from mis-centering issues, e.g. Rykoﬀ
et al. 2016, that could impact HOD measurements. There-
fore, we have chosen X-ray selected clusters for this study. In
principle, we would like to have weak lensing mass measure-
ments for all the clusters in our sample. However, in practice,
it is not yet possible gather the required data for large num-
c￿ 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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bers of clusters: the largest recent studies are limited to ￿ 50
clusters, e.g. Smith et al. 2016; Applegate et al. 2016. There-
fore, for this study, we have used cluster-averaged X-ray tem-
peratures, TX, combined with an externally calibrated TX–
M relation. (The scatter on the TX–M is predicted, using
simulations, to be <￿ 20%, Kravtsov et al. 2006a). Previ-
ous X-ray based HOD studies (e.g. Lin et al. 2004; Ho et al.
2009) relied on X-ray luminosity (LX) as their mass proxy
because they did not have access to large numbers of homo-
geneously derived TX values. We also note that the spatial
resolution of XMM-Newton precludes the measured of core
excised LX values at the redshift of most of our clusters. (It
is only after core excision that LX can be used as a reliable
mass proxy, e.g., Stanek et al. 2006; Maughan 2007).
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2, de-
scribes the BOSS galaxy redshift catalogues, and X-ray clus-
ter samples used in the analysis, as well as the methods
used to estimate virial masses, virial radii, velocity disper-
sions, redshifts and X-ray temperatures for the clusters. Sec-
tion 3 presents the HOD measurements. Section 4, compares
those measurements to the W11 and P13 HOD models. Sec-
tion 5 discusses the implications of our findings, and possible
sources of systematic error. Throughout, we assume a flat
ΛCDM cosmology with values Ωm = 0.274, ΩΛ = 0.726 and
h = 0.7 (as used in W11 and P13). Co-moving separations
are measured in h−1Mpc, with H0 = 100h km s−1Mpc−1.
In the following, when we refer to dark matter halos in the
‘one-halo’ regime, we mean those of suﬃcient mass that they
could contain satellite galaxies. For the redshifts considered
in our analysis, the ‘one-halo’ regime typically applies to ha-
los of mass log10M180 ∼ 13−15M⊙ (whereM180 is the mass
contained in a spherical overdensity ∆180 with radius R180).
2 THE DATA
The data used in this paper is taken from two main sources;
the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey (BOSS; Daw-
son et al. 2013, Section 2.1) and the XMM Cluster Survey
(XCS; Romer et al. 2001, Section 2.2).
2.1 BOSS Data
The third phase of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; York
et al. 2000), termed SDSS-III (Eisenstein et al. 2011), in-
cluded four projects: BOSS (Eisenstein et al. 2011), SEGUE-
2 (Kollmeier et al. 2010), MARVELS (Lee et al. 2011),
APOGEE (Deshpande et al. 2013). Data was obtained us-
ing the 2.5-m Sloan telescope (Gunn et al. 2006) at Apache
Point Observatory, New Mexico, and the SDSS spectro-
graphs (Smee et al. 2013). The study presented here only
makes use of BOSS data products (Bolton et al. 2012; Daw-
son et al. 2013).
BOSS was designed to measure the BAO feature at
z ￿ 0.7 to sub 2 per cent accuracy using luminous galax-
ies with an approximately constant co-moving number den-
sity (n¯ ￿ 3 × 10−4h3 Mpc−3). Galaxies were selected for
BOSS spectroscopic observation from u, g, r, i, z imaging
data (Fukugita et al. 1996; Gunn et al. 1998) taken from the
Eight and Ninth SDSS Data Releases (SDSS DR8, Aihara
et al. 2011; SDSS DR9, Eisenstein et al. 2011). The galaxy
targets were selected using colour and magnitude cuts that
track the expected evolution of passively evolving luminous
red galaxies (LRGs) with redshift. These evolutionary tracks
are based on the population synthesis models of Maraston
et al. (2009). Due to the transition of the 4000 A˚ break of
LRGs between the g and r filters at z ∼ 0.4, two sets of cuts
were necessary. This divided the targets into two broad red-
shift bins; a low-redshift sample (LOWZ; Equation 1) span-
ning the redshift range 0.2 ￿ z ￿ 0.4, and a high-redshift
sample (CMASS - for “Constant Mass”; Equation 2) span-
ning the redshift range 0.43 ￿ z ￿ 0.7. The CMASS sample
is defined by:
r < 13.6 + c￿/0.3, |c⊥| < 0.2, 16 < r < 19.5, (1)
d⊥ > 0.55, i < 19.86+1.6× (d⊥−0.8), 17.5 < i < 19.9, (2)
where the colours c￿, c⊥ and d￿ are given by Equations 3,4,
and 5, respectively.
c￿ = 0.7× (g − r) + 1.2× (r − i− 0.18), (3)
c⊥ = (r − i)− (g − r)/4− 0.18, (4)
d⊥ = (r − i)− (g − r)/8. (5)
Compared to the SDSS-I/II spectroscopic survey of
LRGs (Eisenstein et al. 2001), the BOSS colour cuts ex-
tend to intrinsically bluer colours and fainter magnitudes. As
a result, BOSS targets consist of luminous galaxies, rather
than luminous red galaxies. The emphasis is on constant
stellar mass rather than on a particular galaxy type; for
example, Equation 4 results in a sample that is eﬀectively
volume limited to z ∼ 0.6, and approximately stellar mass
limited to z = 0.7. These properties have been confirmed
by Masters et al. (2011) who studied HST1 images of 240
BOSS targets that lay in the COSMOS survey area. They
demonstrate that 23 per cent of the BOSS targets are late-
type, star-forming, galaxies. Only by employing an addi-
tional, g−i > 2.35, colour cut were Masters et al. (2011) able
to produce a sub-sample reminiscent of the SDSS I/II-LRG
sample, i.e., one containing more than 90 per cent early-
type galaxies. Not limiting BOSS targets to a particular
colour/morphological type provides a more representative
census of the galaxy population within the desired stellar
mass range. This feature is important because it has been
shown that galaxies of diﬀerent type cluster diﬀerently (Si-
mon et al. 2009a,b; Zehavi et al. 2011; Skibba et al. 2014)
and BOSS aims to probe luminosity–dependent clustering.
In this study, we draw on the spectroscopic data that
were released (SDSS DR11) internally to BOSS collabora-
tors on July 3rd, 2013, i.e., before the public data release
in January 2015 (DR12). DR11 and DR12 are described in
Alam et al. (2015). DR11 includes spectra obtained through
to July 2013 and covers 7,341 deg2 of the sky. By compari-
son, DR12 contains additional spectra and covers more area
(10,400 deg2). Not all of the redshifts included in DR11 were
1 http://hubblesite.org
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gathered during SDSS-III: some were obtained during ear-
lier (i.e. SDSS-I/II) campaigns, and some were assigned us-
ing the close-pair correction technique. With regard to the
latter, for the SDSS-III spectrographs (Smee et al. 2013),
fibre collision occurs at angular separations smaller than
62 arcsecs. This is a problem for BOSS because luminous
galaxies tend to be strongly clustered on the sky. Therefore,
in the event that two galaxies – that have been selected
as potential targets for SDSS-III spectroscopy – are within
62 arcsecs of one another, the one that is not allocated a
fibre is assigned the spectroscopic redshift of its neighbour
(see Dawson et al. 2013 for more information).
Because DR11 did not include a complete spectroscopic
census of all of the galaxies selected to be BOSS targets,
we use the terms “BOSS-target”, “BOSS-galaxy”, “CMASS-
galaxy”, and “LOWZ-galaxy”, in this paper. The BOSS-
target sample is the superset, the BOSS-galaxy sample is the
subset of these with redshift information (spectroscopic or
close-pair corrected) in DR11. The BOSS-galaxy sample is
the union of the distinct CMASS-galaxy and LOWZ-galaxy
samples.
2.2 XCS data
XCS uses all available data in the XMM-Newton (XMM)
public archive to search for galaxy clusters that were de-
tected serendipitously in XMM images. X-ray sources are de-
tected in XMM images using an algorithm based on wavelet
transforms (see Lloyd-Davies et al. 2011, henceforth LD11,
for details). Sources are then compared to a model of the
instrument point spread function to determine if they are
extended: XCS uses the signature of X-ray extent to dis-
tinguish clusters from more common X-ray sources, such as
active galactic nuclei. Optical imaging is used to confirm
the identity of the extended sources (most are clusters, but
low-redshift galaxies and supernova remnants are also ex-
tended in XMM images). Where possible, either a photomet-
ric or spectroscopic redshift is determined for the confirmed
cluster. For each confirmed cluster with an associated red-
shift, cluster-averaged X-ray luminosities (LX), and cluster-
averaged X-ray temperatures (TX) are measured using an
automated pipeline (LD11).
The majority of the X-ray clusters used in the HOD
study described herein were drawn from the first XCS data
release (XCS-DR1; Mehrtens et al. 2012, henceforth M12),
with the remainder from the “XCS-Ancillary” sample, see
below. The optical imaging and spectroscopic campaign de-
scribed in M12 resulted in 503 optically-confirmed clusters,
including 464 with redshifts, and 401 with TX estimates.
The XCS-DR1 clusters are distributed across the sky and
span the redshift and temperature ranges 0.06 < z < 1.46
and 0.04 keV < TX < 14.7 keV, respectively. This tempera-
ture range corresponds to halo masses of log10(M180/M⊙) =
13 − 15 (see Section 2.3). For our HOD study, we used
121 XCS-DR1 clusters that are located within the spectro-
scopic BOSS footprint. The footprint has a complex shape,
so the mangle software (Swanson et al. 2008) was used
to track its angular completeness, using a completeness
threshold of 0.8 for a cluster to be included in the spec-
troscopic footprint. These 121 XCS-DR1 clusters have red-
shifts and temperatures in the range 0.203 < z < 0.686 and
0.35 < TX < 9.41 keV.
The XCS-Ancillary sample includes extended XMM
sources that were not included in XCS-DR1 (M12) for one
of three reasons: they were associated with the target of
the respective XMM image (and hence were not serendipi-
tous detections); they were not included in any of the three
XCS-Zoo exercises (used to optically confirm the XCS-DR1
clusters, see Section 4 of M12); or they were detected in
XMM images processed in the time elapsed since the publi-
cation of M12. Initial redshifts were assigned to these clus-
ters using NED2 identifications using the method described
in Section 4.1 of LD11. These redshifts were refined using
the method described in Section 2.4. For our HOD study,
we used 53 XCS-Ancillary clusters that are located within
the spectroscopic BOSS footprint. These 53 clusters have
redshifts and temperatures in the range 0.207 < z < 0.699
and 1.13 < TX < 10.37 keV.
2.3 Cluster velocity dispersions, masses, and radii
In order to validate cluster redshifts (see Section 2.4), and to
measure halo occupation numbers (see Section 3), we need
to estimate cluster velocity dispersions, masses and radii.
For the velocity dispersions, we use the empirical σv − TX
relation of Xue & Wu (2000). This relation is based on a
sample of 145 X-ray groups and clusters with temperatures
ranging from 0.1 keV < TX < 10 keV, and is therefore similar
to the X-ray temperature range of the clusters in XCS-DR1.
Several fits are presented in Xue & Wu (2000); we have
chosen to adopt the relation measured via an orthogonal
distance regression fit to the whole sample3, because this
method accounts for uncertainties in both the σv and TX
values. The relation is given by
σv = 10
2.51±0.01T 0.61±0.01X , (6)
where σv and TX are in units of kms
−1 and keV, respectively.
For the cluster masses, we adopt the prescription in
Sahle´n et al. (2009), which involves fitting the following
model to each cluster:
TX = TX,mean(M180) +∆log TX , (7)
where TX,mean(M180) is the meanM–TX relation and∆log TX
represents the scatter of individual clusters about the mean
relation.
We parameterize the M–TX relation according to the
self-similar prediction (e.g., Kaiser 1986; Bryan & Norman
1998; Voit 2005),
TX,mean = AM
2/3
vir [∆vir(z)E
2(z)]1/3 , (8)
where Mvir is the virial mass of the cluster, ∆vir(z) the
spherical overdensity within the virial radius of the cluster,
and E2(z) is the reduced Hubble parameter for our cosmo-
logical model,
E2(z) = Ωm(1 + z)
3 + Ωk(1 + z)
2 + ΩΛ , (9)
with Ωk = 1−Ωm−ΩΛ. In our analysis, we restrict ourselves
2 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
3 Xue & Wu (2000) note that the cluster and group relations
when fitted separately are consistent with the combined fit.
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to a flat universe with Ωk = 0. A is a normalization constant
set by requiring
M500 = 3× 1014 h−1M⊙ , (10)
at z = 0.05 for TX = 5keV. Our fiducial cosmological model
reproduces the local abundance of galaxy clusters as given
by the HIFLUGCS catalogue (Pierpaoli et al. 2001; Reiprich
& Bo¨hringer 2002; Viana et al. 2003).
Conversions between M180, M500 and Mvir are per-
formed using the standard Navarro et al. (1996) profile pre-
scription by Hu & Kravtsov (2003) with a halo concentration
parameter of c = 5. We have tested the impact of changing
the concentration parameter on the mass and radius esti-
mates, and find that the change, compared to c = 5, to the
mean value is much less than the one sigma errors, when
using either c = 2.5 or c = 10.
We model the scatter ∆log TX as log-normal about the
mean M–TX relation, with a standard deviation σlog TX =
0.1. This model is motivated by observational estimates of
the instrinsic scatter (e.g., Arnaud et al. 2005; Kravtsov
et al. 2006b; Zhang et al. 2006) and results from N-body
hydrodynamic simulations (e.g., Viana et al. 2003; Borgani
et al. 2004; Balogh et al. 2006; Kravtsov et al. 2006b). The
likelihood is constructed from the TX measurement proba-
bility distributions, modelled by a split normal distribution:
L(TX) = A exp(−(TX − T ∗X)2/2σ2) , (11)
where
σ =
￿
σ+ if TX ￿ T ∗X
σ− if TX < T ∗X,
(12)
with A =
￿
2/π(σ+ + σ−)−1. Here, T ∗X is the measured
central value of TX, σ+ and σ− the upper and lower 1-σ
uncertainties. The likelihood is explored using Monte Carlo
Markov Chain (MCMC, e.g. Gelman & Rubin 1992; Lewis
& Bridle 2002; Tegmark et al. 2004; Dunkley et al. 2005)
sampling, using M180 and the temperature scatter ∆log TX
as free parameters. An uninformative flat prior is placed on
M180, and a prior N(0,σlog TX) on ∆log TX . Approximately
10,000 Markov chain elements are generated for each clus-
ter, for which the distributions have converged. In addition
to visual inspection of chain statistics, we assess this using
the Gelman-Rubin test. We require the Gelman-Rubin ratio
R < 1.05.
The cluster radii (R180) are derived parameters in the
MCMC procedure, computed by assuming that the cluster
mass M180 is contained in a spherical overdensity ∆180 with
radius R180. The MCMC procedure thereby produces chain
samples of the distributions of R180 values. From these sam-
ples, the mean R180 values and their uncertainties are de-
rived.
2.4 Cluster redshifts and temperatures
For many clusters in our study we have updated the M12
(XCS-DR1) or NED (XCS-Ancilliary) redshift estimates us-
ing BOSS spectroscopy. For this, galaxy redshifts were ex-
tracted from the appropriate BOSS spectroscopic redshift
catalogue. See Fig. 1 for examples.
For clusters with spectroscopic redshifts in M12 or
NED, we defined a cylinder centred on the XCS centroid.
This cylinder had a radius, on the sky, of R180. The cylin-
der had a depth, along the line of sight, of ±3σv. (The R180
and σv values were estimated from the TX values using the
method described in Section 2.3). Spectroscopic redshifts for
the galaxies enclosed by the cylinder were then extracted
from the BOSS catalogues. For clusters with only a photo-
metric redshift in M12 or NED, we again defined a cylinder
centred on the XCS centroid with a radius of R180, but this
time set no bounds along the line of sight.
If more than one BOSS redshift was extracted for a
given cylinder, we followed the redshift-gapper method (Hal-
liday et al. 2004); i.e., we identify the location of the most
likely peak in redshift space and determine the mean cluster
redshift using all galaxies with redshifts within ∆z = 0.015
of that peak.
If no galaxies were extracted for a given cylinder, then
the respective cluster was still included the HOD analysis
(Section 3) if it had a spectroscopic redshift in M12 or NED.
After all, BOSS targets represent only a subset of galaxies,
i.e., there will be other cluster members that do not meet the
colour and magnitude thresholds described in Section 2.1.
However, if the cluster only had a photometric redshift in
M12 or NED, it was excluded from the HOD analysis. We
discuss possible implications of this approach in Section 5.1.
After the CMASS- or LOWZ-galaxies were extracted
for the respective cluster, the SDSS image was inspected
to check the location of the galaxies with respect to the
X-ray emission (see Fig. 1). This highlighted the fact
that the XCS-DR1 spectroscopic redshift of XMMXCS
J023346.0−085048.5 was inaccurate: in M12 it had been
based on the observation of a single galaxy that yielded
a redshift of z = 0.25. The same galaxy was measured to
have a redshift of z = 0.265 by BOSS (the BOSS value was
adopted for the cluster). In this case, defining a cylinder
based on the M12 redshift did not automatically extract the
BOSS redshift for that galaxy.
The resulting changes were small (∆z < 0.02) when
spectroscopically-determined cluster redshifts were used as
the input; see Fig. 2 (top). However, as expected, they were
larger when photometric redshifts were used as inputs; the
changes ranged up to ∆z = 0.25, although 90 per cent were
less than |∆z = 0.1|; see Fig. 2 (bottom). From Fig. 2 (bot-
tom), it is clear that above zBOSS ￿ 0.3, the photometric
redshift estimates in M12 are systematically low. The same
eﬀect was highlighted in M12 (see discussion in Section 5.3
of M12).
There is a known degeneracy between z and TX in X-ray
spectral fitting (e.g. see Liddle et al. 2001), so we remeasured
the TX values once the BOSS determined clusters redshifts
were in hand. The method used is as described in LD11,
but using updated XMM calibration and XSPEC (12.8.1g)
versions. Specifically, we have fitted the XMM spectra to a
WABS×MEKAL model (Mewe & Schrijver 1986), fixing the
Hydrogen column density to the Dickey & Lockman (1990)
value and the metal abundance to 0.3 times the Solar value.
For consistency, TX values were also re-measured using the
updated XMM calibration and XSPEC versions even if the
redshifts had not changed compared to M12.
Using these updated z and TX values, we recalculated
cluster masses and radii following the method in Section 2.3.
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Figure 1. The clusters XMMXCS J133453.1+405654.5 (top; z =
0.233) and XMMXCS J112259.3+465916.8 (bottom: z = 0.480)
as imaged by SDSS DR8. False colour-composite images show
the central 2 × 2 arcmin region of each cluster. Highlighted by
pink triangles are SDSS DR11 BOSS-galaxies falling within a
projected R180 radius. These were adopted as member galaxies
and used to assign a spectroscopic cluster redshift based on BOSS
spectroscopy.
The resulting distribution of cluster mass with redshift for
our full cluster sample is shown in Fig. 3.
3 MEASUREMENT OF THE HALO
OCCUPATION NUMBER
We have measured the Halo Occupation Number (HON
hereafter) for 174 clusters. This includes 74 clusters in the
CMASS redshift range (0.43 ￿ z ￿ 0.7) and 100 in the
LOWZ redshift range (0.2 ￿ z ￿ 0.4). Of these, 56 and 18
came from the XCS-DR1 and XCS-Ancillary sample, respec-
tively, for the CMASS sample (65 and 35 respectively, for
the LOWZ sample). All of these clusters have spectroscopic
Figure 2. Comparison between XCS-DR1 cluster redshifts pub-
lished in M12, zXCS, and the updated values based on BOSS spec-
troscopy, zBOSS. TOP: Clusters with spectroscopic redshifts in
M12. The 1-σ dispersion is ∆z = 0.003. BOTTOM: Clusters with
photometric redshifts in M12. The 1-σ dispersion is ∆z = 0.05.
redshifts, with almost all determined from BOSS DR11 data
(only 2 per cent came from M12 or NED).
We determine the HON values by counting the num-
ber of CMASS- or LOWZ-galaxies in the vicinity of the re-
spective cluster centroid. The method is similar to that de-
scribed above (Section 2.4) with regard to measuring cluster
redshifts using BOSS data, i.e., we extract galaxies from a
cylinder, of radius R180, centred on the cluster location and
with a depth, along the line of sight, of ±3σv. The HON
values so derived are provided in Column 5 of Table 1.
The HON values for our cluster sample are small (from
0 to 21), therefore it was appropriate to use Poisson uncer-
tainties (taken from Gehrels 1986) to estimate the associated
counting error. Errors on individual BOSS-galaxy redshifts
will not impact the HON measurements, being ∆z < 0.001,
i.e., they are much smaller than the estimated σv values. We
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Figure 3. Distribution of halo mass with spectroscopic redshift
for the 174 X-ray clusters used in this study. Blue symbols repre-
sent clusters in the XCS-DR1 sample, red symbols represent ad-
ditional, or “Ancillary” clusters. The XCS-DR1 sample includes
lower-mass clusters than the Ancillary sample at z < 0.5 because
high-mass clusters at z < 0.5 are typically the intended target
of their respective XMM pointing (XCS-DR1 does not include
target clusters).
have also made the simplifying assumption that the uncer-
tainty on the mean cluster redshift is much smaller than σv.
We have checked the sensitivity of the HON to the accuracy
of the R180 estimate, by recalculating the HON using both
R180+1σ and R180−1σ (where the 1-σ uncertainties in R180
were calculated using the method described in Section 2.3).
For all the clusters, the HON either did not change at all,
or changed less than the Poisson uncertainty, so we chose to
only quote the latter in Table 1, Column 5.
We present the results of our HON analysis in Table 1.
The column descriptions are as follows:
(1) The XCS cluster ID. Encoded within each ID is the
RA and Dec (J2000.0) position of the X-ray centroid.
(2) The mean spectroscopic redshift of each cluster. The 2
per cent of clusters that came from XCS-DR1 or NED, are
indicated using footnotes.
(3) An estimate of the cluster halo mass, M180, and its
1-σ uncertainty (see Section 2.3). The best-fit mean halo
mass is given in parentheses. We adopt the best-fit value
throughout.
(4) An estimate of the cluster virial radius, R180, and its
1-σ uncertainty (see Section 2.3). The best-fit mean virial
radius is given in parentheses. We adopt the best-fit value
throughout.
(5) The halo occupation number, and its 1-σ uncertainty,
of BOSS-galaxies (LOWZ or CMASS).
4 COMPARISON TO HOD MODEL
PREDICTIONS
Here we compare the HON of CMASS- and LOWZ-galaxies
measured within XCS cluster halos (Section 3) to the HOD-
model fits of W11 and P13.
4.1 CMASS HOD model comparison
The left panel of Fig. 4 displays the HON of CMASS-galaxies
measured for 74 XCS clusters (Section 3). The blue symbols
represent the XCS-DR1 sample only, whereas the red sym-
bols represent the XCS-DR1 sample combined with XCS-
Ancillary clusters (XCS-DR1+Anc). We also show the mean
HOD-model fit to CMASS-galaxies measured from the clus-
tering analysis of W11, along with the 1-sigma uncertainty
range as given by their MCMC analysis. The data represent
the HON measured for each individual cluster and therefore
a broad distribution of values relative to the HOD-model
(which predicts the mean HON as a function of halo mass).
Nevertheless, the data show a good general agreement with
the expected mean distribution. Three XCS clusters are
populated by no CMASS-galaxies (made visible by their up-
per limits), i.e., HON=0. These three X-ray selected clus-
ters have halo masses in the range 0.08 − 9 × 1014h−1M⊙.
We discuss the possible implications of there being massive
clusters with no CMASS-galaxies in Section 5.2.1. It is also
noteworthy that clusters with only a single central galaxy,
i.e., HON=1, are observed throughout the sampled mass
range, i.e. well into the > 1014h−1M⊙ mass regime, see Sec-
tion 5.2.1.
The right panel of Fig. 4 presents the mean HON of
CMASS-galaxies binned by cluster halo mass. The mass-
range covered by each of the five bins was chosen to con-
tain (except in the case of the last bin) the same number of
clusters per bin. The blue symbols represent the XCS-DR1
sample only, whereas the red symbols represent the XCS-
DR1 sample combined with XCS-Ancillary clusters (XCS-
DR1+Anc). There are 11 (14) XCS-DR1 (XCS-DR1+Anc)
clusters per bin except in the last bin, where there are
12 (18). Both sets of binned points (XCS-DR1 and XCS-
DR1+Anc) demonstrate a clear correlation between HON
and halo-mass. The uncertainty on each binned point (given
by the error on the mean4) overlaps with the 1-σ uncer-
tainty range of the HOD-model fit. This behaviour is seen for
both the XCS-DR1 sample and the XCS-DR1+Anc sample.
The consistency between the BOSS- and XCS-determined
CMASS HOD suggests that the HOD-model fit from W11
is a reliable description of the data (Section 5).
4.2 LOWZ HOD model comparison
The left panel of Fig. 5 presents the HON of LOWZ-galaxies
measured within 100 XCS clusters (Section 3). The right
panel of Fig. 5 displays the mean HON of LOWZ galax-
ies binned by cluster halo mass, using the same procedure
described in Section 4.1. In both panels, the blue symbols
represent the XCS-DR1 sample only, whereas the red sym-
bols represent the XCS-DR1 sample combined with XCS-
Ancillary clusters (XCS-DR1+Anc). Also shown are the
mean HOD-model fit to LOWZ-galaxies located over the
Northern Galactic Cap (NGC) taken from P13, and the 1-σ
uncertainty range given by their MCMC analysis. Two other
(to NGC) fits are presented in P13, one to LOWZ-galaxies
located over the Southern Galactic Cap (SGC), and one to a
combined sample taken from both hemispheres. As shown in
4 Error on the mean= σ/
￿
(N).
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Table 1. The halo occupation distribution of BOSS-galaxies in XCS clusters (0.2 < z < 0.7). (A sample of 10 lines only, the full version
of this table is provided via the online edition of the article). See Section 3 for column descriptions.
XCS ID z M180 R180 HON
(XMMXCS) (1014h−1M⊙) (h−1Mpc)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
J022427.3−045028.1 0.490 7.27 ± 4.43 (3.64) 1.91 ± 0.44 (1.60) 6+3.6−2.4
J022433.8−041432.9 0.262 0.69 ± 0.23 (0.58) 0.95 ± 0.11 (0.91) 1+2.3−0.8
J022457.8−034851.1 0.6141 2.09 ± 0.78 (1.73) 1.29 ± 0.17 (1.23) 0+1.8−0.0
J022634.7−040408.0 0.345 1.77 ± 0.98 (0.83) 0.84 ± 0.17 (0.68) 1+2.3−0.8
J022722.1−032145.2 0.331 1.58 ± 0.54 (1.27) 1.17 ± 0.14 (1.10) 2+2.6−1.3
J022726.7−043209.1 0.307 1.06 ± 0.42 (0.82) 0.93 ± 0.13 (0.87) 1+2.3−0.8
J022827.3−042542.2 0.434 2.91 ± 1.28 (2.12) 1.23 ± 0.19 (1.13) 2+2.6−1.3
J023346.0−085048.5 0.265 1.51 ± 0.79 (0.91) 1.09 ± 0.21 (0.95) 1+2.3−0.8
J024150.5−000549.9 0.378 1.79 ± 0.99 (0.82) 1.31 ± 0.27 (1.05) 2+2.6−1.3
J025633.0+000558.2 0.360 5.02 ± 1.69 (4.18) 1.84 ± 0.21 (1.75) 4+3.2−1.9
1Valtchanov et al. (2004).
Table 2. The mean and standard deviation of the HOD parameters as measured in White et al. (2011) and Parejko et al. (2013) for
the CMASS and LOWZ samples, respectively. Values in parenthesis are those derived for the best-fit model (best-fit values were not
reported for the LOWZ Full sample in Parejko et al. 2013).
parameter CMASS Full LOWZ NGC LOWZ SGC LOWZ Full
log10Mcut 13.08 ± 0.12 (13.04) 13.17 ± 0.14 (13.16) 13.09 ± 0.09 (13.11) 13.25 ± 0.26
log10M1 14.06 ± 0.10 (14.05) 14.06 ± 0.07 (14.11) 14.05 ± 0.09 (14.07) 14.18 ± 0.39
σ 0.98 ± 0.24 (0.94) 0.65 ± 0.27 (0.741) 0.53 ± 0.28 (0.692) 0.70 ± 0.40
κ 1.13 ± 0.38 (0.93) 1.46 ± 0.44 (0.921) 1.74 ± 0.74 (1.26) 1.04 ± 0.71
α 0.90 ± 0.19 (0.97) 1.18 ± 0.18 (1.38) 1.31 ± 0.19 (1.31) 0.94 ± 0.49
Figure 4. LEFT: The Halo Occupation Distribution of CMASS-galaxies (0.43 < z < 0.7) as a function of halo mass within 74 X-ray
selected clusters (XCS-DR1: blue circles; XCS-Ancillary: red circles). Uncertainties (including those for clusters HON value of 0) are
Poisson (Gehrels 1986). For presentation purposes, points with a HON value of 0 are shown as upper limits due to the log-scale of the
y-axis. RIGHT: The mean Halo Occupation Distribution of CMASS-galaxies for 74 clusters in mass bins containing approximately equal
numbers of clusters (XCS-DR1: blue squares; XCS-DR1 plus XCS-Ancillary: red squares). Uncertainties on the binned points are given
by the error on the mean. BOTH: The mean HOD prediction (and the 1-σ uncertainty range) for the combined central and satellite
population of W11 is indicated by the solid red line (and the yellow shaded region). The mean HOD predictions for the separate central
galaxy and satellite galaxy populations are shown by the black dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Note that the W11 results did
not extend beyond 1015M⊙. While the halo occupation numbers of CMASS-galaxies measured for individual clusters show a broad
distribution of values, the binned values are consistent with the CMASS HOD-model fit of W11.
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Figure 5. LEFT: The Halo Occupation Distribution of LOWZ-galaxies (0.2 < z < 0.4) as a function of halo mass within 100 X-ray
selected clusters (XCS-DR1: blue circles; XCS-Ancillary: red circles). Uncertainties (including those for clusters HON value of 0) are
Poisson (Gehrels 1986). For presentation purposes, points with a HON value of 0 are shown as upper limits due to the log-scale of the
y-axis. RIGHT: The mean Halo Occupation Distribution of LOWZ-galaxies for 100 clusters in mass bins chosen to contain the same
number of clusters per bin. The blue squares represent the XCS-DR1 sample only, whereas the red squares represent the XCS-DR1 sample
combined with XCS-Ancillary clusters (XCS-DR1+Anc). There are 13 (20) XCS-DR1 (XCS-DR1+Anc) clusters per bin, including in
the last bin. Uncertainties on the binned points are equated to the error on the mean. BOTH: The mean HOD prediction (and the 1-σ
uncertainty range) for the combined central and satellite population of P13, derived from the Northern Galactic Hemisphere, is indicated
by the solid green line (and the blue shaded region). The mean HOD predictions for the separate central galaxy and satellite galaxy
populations are shown by the black dashed and dotted lines, respectively. Note that the P13 results did not extend beyond 1015M⊙.
While the halo occupation numbers of LOWZ-galaxies measured for individual clusters show a broad distribution of values, the binned
values are consistent with the LOWZ HOD-model fit of P13.
Table 2, the HOD-model fits diﬀer between the three sam-
ples. Using a DR11 sample with higher redshift completeness
than P13, Tojeiro et al. (2014) also observe a discrepancy
in the number densities and large-scale clustering power be-
tween the Northern and Southern hemispheres. They inves-
tigated a number of potential systematics that could give
rise to these eﬀects, and conclude that the excess number
density observed in the SGC is most likely due to oﬀsets
in photometric calibration between the two hemispheres. In
light of this tension, Tojeiro et al. (2014) treat the NGC and
SGC samples independently (and combine the clustering re-
sults from both to obtain their final BAO measurement).
Given these issues, and because best-fit parameters are not
provided by P13 for the combined sample, we decided to
compare our HON results to the NGC model-fit only, be-
cause the NGC sample used by P13 is substantially larger
than their SGC sample.
4.3 A new HOD-model fit
The HOD-model implemented by W11 and P13 is comprised
of five parameters that describe the HOD of central (Equa-
tion 13) and satellite (Equation 14) galaxies within dark
matter halos. The sum of these two components produces
the mean HOD of all galaxies within a halo of given mass
(Equation 15).
Ncen(M) =
1
2
erfc
￿
ln(Mcut/M)√
2σ
￿
, (13)
Nsat(M) = Ncen
￿
M − κMcut
M1
￿α
, (14)
N(M) = Ncen(M) +Nsat(M), (15)
whereMcut is the minimum mass for a halo to host a galaxy,
M1 is the typical mass for haloes to host one satellite, σ is
the fractional scatter in Mhalo, κ is the threshold mass for
satellites and centrals to diﬀer, and α is the mass dependence
of the eﬃciency of galaxy formation.
We have explored the appropriateness of the HOD-
model fits in W11 and P13 (summarised in Table 2) by esti-
mating the α-index from our measured cluster HON values.
Ideally, we would have estimated all five free parameters in
the HOD-model, but our data only span the mass regime
pertaining to the ‘one-halo’ term (Section 1), and so are
primarily sensitive to the satellite galaxy component (i.e.,
to the α parameter). Therefore, we fixed the other four pa-
rameters to best-fit values of W11 and P13 (see Table 2).
To determine the best-fit α-index value, we performed a
chi-squared fit, corrected for a Poisson distribution (Equa-
tion 16),
χ2x−p−1 = Σx
(No −Ne)2
Ne
, (16)
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Table 3. Best-fit index α values and 1-σ uncertainties as inferred from the HOD of CMASS- and LOWZ-galaxies in XCS clusters.
Cluster sample CMASS α-term LOWZ α-term
XCS-DR1 0.91+0.10−0.11 (χ2: 67; d.o.f.: 54) 0.98
+0.13
−0.14 (χ2: 65; d.o.f.: 63)
XCS-DR1+Anc 0.91 ± 0.07 (χ2: 98; d.o.f.: 72) 1.27+0.03−0.04 (χ2: 162; d.o.f.: 97)
where No is the observed halo occupation number, Ne is the
expected halo occupation number estimated from the HOD
model, x is the number of data points considered, and p the
number of degrees of freedom.
We have examined values for α ranging between 0.1 and
2.0 (in 0.01 steps), deemed to be a realistic representation
of the data. Similar to P13, when performing our fit to the
LOWZ HOD, we exclude halos that have a HON of zero. The
results are shown in Table 3, where the best-fit α-index val-
ues presented correspond to the minimum chi-squared value
over the α-index range tested5. The 1-σ uncertainty range
of the α-index value6 is also given in Table 3. The α val-
ues presented in Table 3 are fully consistent with those from
White et al. (2011) and Parejko et al. (2013) quoted in Ta-
ble 2 (see Figures A1 and A2). That said, the measured
best-fit α-index values vary depending on the input sample
(XCS-DR1 versus XCS-DR1+Anc), and we discuss possible
reasons for this result in Section 5.
5 DISCUSSION
Our aim in this paper was to examine the HOD-models
for BOSS-galaxies that have been published by W11 and
P13, and used in several subsequent BOSS analyses. Evi-
dence in support of the models is provided in Figs. 4 and
5, which show our directly measured HON values to be in
agreement with the model predictions, and from the slope
of our CMASS HON distribution, which is consistent with
the value in W11. We discuss potential sources of bias in
our analysis below (Section 5.2), often drawing on the re-
sults of a comparison, photometric redshift based, CMASS
HON measurement (Section 5.1). We end this section with
a preliminary study of HON evolution, with comparison to
the predictions of Saito et al. (2016) (Section 5.3).
5.1 Measurement of the Halo Occupation
Number using photometric redshifts
We have performed an additional HOD analysis using pho-
tometric redshifts for two reasons: 1) to investigate the ro-
bustness of the results in Section 4, and 2) to determine
whether future HON analyses based on photometric data,
for example using the Dark Energy Survey (e.g. Dark Energy
Survey Collaboration et al. 2016), will be reliable. For this
example, we have used the proprietary photometric redshift
catalogue of BOSS-targets in the CMASS redshift range
(0.4 < z < 0.7) selected from SDSS DR8 imaging described
5 Our best-fit values are close to the mean values over the pa-
rameter range tested.
6 Given by the minimum and maximum alpha-index values cor-
responding to one plus the minimum χ-squared value, 1 + χ2min.
by Ross et al. (2011) (an equivalent photometric redshift cat-
alogue is not available for the LOWZ BOSS-targets). The
Ross et al. (2011) analysis reproduces the CMASS target
selection and measures photometric redshifts using ANNz
(Firth et al. 2003) trained on 112,778 BOSS spectra ac-
quired over the first observing semester. In addition to the
CMASS colour cuts, Ross et al. (2011) implement a see-
ing (r-band psf-FWHM < 2 arcsec) and Galactic extinc-
tion (E(B − V ) < 0.08) cut, and limit the catalogue to
only cover the main SDSS DR8 imaging area. The result-
ing catalogue comprises 1,065,823 BOSS-targets covering an
area of 9,913 deg2, with an estimated contamination rate
(from stars and quasars) of 4.1 per cent. Star-galaxy prob-
abilities are also assigned to each BOSS-target via ANNz,
whereby a value of 1 indicates a galaxy and a value of 0
indicates a star. The RMS diﬀerence between the spectro-
scopic and photometric redshifts of the full training sample
is ∆zphoto = 0.0586.
The SDSS DR8 footprint used by Ross et al. (2011)
covers 61 XCS-DR1 and 15 XCS-Ancillary clusters (all
of which have spectroscopic redshifts from either M12
or NED). We have estimated the cluster parameters
(σv, TX,M180, R180, zmean) for these clusters as described in
Section 2. We have also calculated the HON of BOSS-targets
for these clusters using a similar approach to that adopted
in Section 3, although, for the association length in the
transverse direction, we adopt a typical photometric red-
shift uncertainty (∆zphoto = 0.0586) for each CMASS-target
(zcl±∆zphoto), rather than an estimate for the cluster veloc-
ity dispersion. Any given BOSS-target may turn out not to
be a CMASS-galaxy, so we sum the star-galaxy probabilities
of each object to generate the HON values.
Given the uncertainty on the photometric redshift esti-
mates, corresponding to co-moving distances ∼ 10Mpc, it is
necessary to perform an additional background subtraction
to remove potential contamination by field galaxies. For this
exercise, we estimate the typical number (as a floating point,
not integer) of field galaxies falling within each cluster and
subtract this estimate from the measured HON. This esti-
mate is based on the projected R180 area of each cluster,
and the average number density of CMASS-targets in the
photometric redshift catalogue in the range (zcl ±∆zphoto).
The typical HON correction was less than 1.
To estimate 1-σ uncertainties on the photometric HON
values, we have adopted a similar, MCMC, technique to that
used in Section 3. In this case, we only account for uncer-
tainties in the R180 values and hence the projected area for
each cluster on the sky (as uncertainties in the transverse di-
rection have already been considered in the statistical back-
ground subtraction). The HON are then re-calculated within
the derived minimum and maximum R180 to determine the
1-σ range by adding a standard term for Poisson noise in
quadrature.
The left panel of Fig. 6 displays the individual HON val-
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Table 4. Best-fit index α values and 1-σ uncertainties as inferred
from the HOD of CMASS-targets in XCS clusters (0.43 < z <
0.7). Fits to the XCS-DR1 and XCS-DR1 plus Ancillary clusters
samples are shown, as are the minimum chi-squared value at best-
fit and the number of degrees of freedom.
Cluster sample CMASS α-term
XCS-DR1 0.77+0.10−0.09 (χ2: 114; d.o.f.: 59)
XCS-DR1+Anc 0.87+0.07−0.08 (χ2: 130; d.o.f.: 74)
ues, which range from 0 to 10.7. Clusters with a HOD of zero
are indicated by their 1-σ upper limits. The right panel of
Fig. 6 displays the mean HON of CMASS-targets binned by
cluster halo mass. In both panels, the blue symbols represent
the XCS-DR1 sample only, whereas the red symbols rep-
resent the XCS-DR1 sample combined with XCS-Ancillary
clusters (XCS-DR1+Anc). The mass-range covered by each
of the bins was chosen to contain (except in the case of the
last bin) the same number of clusters per bin. There are 12
(15) XCS-DR1 (XCS-DR1+Anc) clusters per bin except in
the last bin, where there are 13 (16). Table 4 presents the
result of an HOD-model fit for CMASS-targets similar to
that used to derive the Table 3 values for CMASS-galaxies.
5.2 Potential sources of error in our analysis
5.2.1 Incomplete redshift information
Our HON analysis has demonstrated that there are a num-
ber of genuine (i.e., confirmed by their X-ray emission) dark
matter halos in the DR11 region that contain zero or one
CMASS- or LOWZ-galaxies, even at masses approaching
1015h−1M⊙. There are three cases of HON=0 in our CMASS
analysis, and one in our LOWZ analysis (4 per cent and 1
per cent of the samples, respectively). There are 21 cases
of HON=1 in our CMASS analysis, and 31 in our LOWZ
analysis (28 per cent and 31 per cent of the samples, re-
spectively). This could be a reflection of the fact that the
BOSS programme was incomplete in DR11, i.e., there are
BOSS-targets in those HON=0,1 halos, but those had yet
to be confirmed as CMASS- or LOWZ-galaxies in DR11.
However, this is unlikely to be the major reason, because
our investigation using the photometric redshift data (Sec-
tion 5.1) has shown that there are also halos without any
BOSS-targets, or with only one.
The HON=0,1 halos possibly represent ‘Fossil systems’,
i.e., systems in which the central galaxy has had time to at-
tract and accumulate its former satellites. This hypothesis
is strengthened by the fact that one of these clusters is in-
cluded in the Harrison et al. (2012) fossil system sample
(the others fall outside of the Harrison et al. (2012) redshift
range, and so would not be expected to be included). It is
widely accepted that fossil systems have a diﬀerent evolution
history, both in terms of the galaxies and the dark matter,
to ‘normal’ clusters. If genuine, these zero/low HON halos
may pose a problem for the BOSS HOD-models, i.e., the
model may be over predicting the mean HOD at the high
mass end (if there are more massive galaxies than expected
from Poisson statistics).
Figure 7. As in Fig. 4 (right), but with the fiducial HOD pre-
diction for the combined central and satellite population of Reid
et al. (2014) added (solid purple line). Both the directly-measured
CMASS HOD from our study, and the CMASS HOD-model fit
from W11 are consistent with this, more recent, CMASS HOD-
model fit.
Table 5. Best-fit index α values and 1-σ uncertainties as inferred
from the HOD of CMASS-galaxies (0.4 < z < 0.7) in XCS clus-
ters.
Cluster sample CMASS α-term (0.4 < z < 0.7)
XCS-DR1 0.84 ± 0.10 (χ2: 85; d.o.f.: 62)
XCS-DR1+Anc 0.81 ± 0.07 (χ2: 132; d.o.f.: 84)
5.2.2 Mismatched redshift range
The analysis presented in W11 was conducted at an early
stage of the BOSS survey. It provided an HOD-model fit to
CMASS-galaxies obtained during the first-semester of BOSS
observations using an early definition of the CMASS-galaxy
sample. At that time, the CMASS-galaxy sample was de-
fined to extend over the redshift range 0.4 < z < 0.7. How-
ever, this range was later modified to 0.43 < z < 0.7. The
latter definition has been used by all subsequent BOSS anal-
yses to constrain cosmology and investigate galaxy evolu-
tion. Therefore, in this study, we have also used 0.43 < z <
0.7.
We have tested the impact of our adopted redshift range
by repeating our CMASS analysis using the 0.4 < z < 0.7
limits in W11. Doing so yielded an additional 12 clusters.
Even after including those extra clusters, the best-fit α-index
values (Table 5) do not change significantly compared to the
0.43 < z < 0.7 fits. We have also re-made Fig. 4 (right) to
include a more recent (to W11) HOD-model for CMASS-
galaxies taken from Reid et al. (2014) (Figure 7) – the Reid
et al. (2014) study uses the 0.43 < z < 0.7 redshift range,
and is consistent with both W11 and our HOD. This result
suggests that if any galaxy incompleteness is present at 0.4 <
z < 0.43, it does not significantly impact the shape of the
W11 HOD.
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Figure 6. LEFT: The Halo Occupation Distribution of CMASS-targets as a function of halo mass in 76 X-ray selected clusters at
0.43 < z < 0.7 (XCS-DR1: blue circles; XCS-Ancillary clusters: red circles). Points with a minimum HOD value less than 0.1 are shown
as upper limits only (where the upper limit is also less than 0.1, then these are not shown at all; there are five such cases). RIGHT: The
mean Halo Occupation Distribution of CMASS-targets for 76 clusters in mass bins containing approximately equal numbers of clusters.
Uncertainties on the binned points are set equal to the error on the mean. BOTH: The mean HOD prediction (and the 1-σ uncertainty
range) for the combined central and satellite population of W11 is indicated by the solid red line (and the yellow shaded region). The
mean HOD predictions for the separate central galaxy and satellite galaxy populations are shown by the black dashed and dotted lines,
respectively. Note that the W11 results did not extend beyond 1015M⊙. While the halo occupation numbers of CMASS-targets (measured
using photometric redshift data) for individual clusters show a broad distribution of values, the binned values are consistent with the
both the CMASS HOD-model fit of W11 and our measurement of the CMASS-galaxy HOD (measured using spectroscopic redshift data).
This suggests our results are insensitive to BOSS redshift incompleteness.
5.2.3 Freezing model parameters
In our study, we have only allowed one parameter in the
HOD model to vary, the slope α. However, as shown in fig-
ure A1 of P13 (where each parameter in the model is var-
ied separately) certain HOD parameters are degenerate to
the overall shape of the correlation function. In order to in-
clude more free parameters in our fit, we would require more
clusters in the HOD study, especially at the low mass end:
When we tried to make a multi-parameter MCMC fit to
constrain all 5 HOD parameters, the shortage of low-mass
halos in our sample resulted in unconstrained fits. This, in
turn, dragged the value of α to lower values (due to its de-
generacy with M1). Consequently, due to our inability to
constrain additional HOD parameters at this stage, we re-
port our constraints on α from the 1-parameter fit described
in Section 4.3. It is hoped that a forthcoming extension of
XCS will provide a suﬃcient number of low-mass halos to
allow for more free parameters, including M1 (i.e., the min-
imum halo mass required to host a satellite galaxy). We
note that for the multi-parameter MCMC fit, we used the
emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) python package, im-
posing uniform priors (0.01 to 2.0 on α, and ± 3σ around the
W11 and P13 values for the remaining HOD parameters).
We also performed MCMC fits with diﬀerent combinations
of 3- and 4-parameters with similar outcomes.
5.2.4 Use of cluster redshifts from the literature
Not all the XCS-DR1 clusters in the DR11 footprint con-
tain one or more BOSS-galaxies within a cluster’s search
volume (see Section 3). As a consequence, it is not possible
to assign these types of cluster a spectroscopic redshift us-
ing BOSS data. However, sometimes it is possible to assign
a spectroscopic redshift using information in the literature.
As a result, clusters with an HON value of zero are included
in our study. However, not all of the XCS clusters with
an HON value of zero in the BOSS footprint are included.
Those with photometric redshifts available in the literature
are excluded. This is a potential source of bias, because the
likelihood of a given X-ray cluster having a spectroscopic
literature redshift goes up with its mass: higher mass clus-
ters have higher X-ray fluxes (at a given redshift) and so
are historically more likely to have been the target of an X-
ray cluster spectroscopic follow-up campaign. Therefore, it
would be worth measuring the spectroscopic redshifts of the
excluded clusters to illustrate whether our current approach
has impacted the HOD-model slope.
5.2.5 X-ray based mass determinations
Our analysis relies on an external normalisation for the
halo mass–temperature relation based on the low redshift
HIFLUGCS catalogue (Pierpaoli et al. 2001; Reiprich &
Bo¨hringer 2002; Viana et al. 2003). Not only does this ap-
proach require the extrapolation of the normalisation to
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higher redshifts, it also fails to take into account of the
fact that measured X-ray temperature is dependent on the
instrument used for the measurement (e.g. Donahue et al.
2014). Independent mass measurements of the clusters, ei-
ther from weak lensing or from hydrostatic mass determina-
tions, in our study would be needed to quantify the impact
of these issues.
5.2.6 X-ray selection eﬀects
It is possible that an XCS-specific selection bias is result-
ing in a depressed halo occupation number at the high-mass
end. This is because the XCS-DR1 survey covers only a few
hundred square degrees in total (albeit scattered across the
BOSS footprint), meaning the volume covered at low red-
shifts is small compared to that of BOSS. Within this vol-
ume, many of the high mass clusters will have been the in-
tended target of an XMM observation. As a result they will
have been excluded from XCS-DR1 because target clusters
are, by construct, not included in our serendipitous sample.
There is some qualitative evidence for this eﬀect in our anal-
ysis: when ancillary clusters, which are predominately XMM
targets, are included, the averaged HONs more closely match
the model predictions for the LOWZ-galaxies. In order to
quantify these eﬀects, a larger sample of XCS clusters in the
BOSS footprint is needed, as is a full parameterisation of
the XCS selection function.
5.2.7 Optical selection bias
Another selection bias that might impact our current study
arises from the optical confirmation process used in XCS-
DR1. This process involved visual checks by collaboration
members (at least five members per cluster) to ensure that
each XCS extended source coincided with an overdensity
of galaxies in optical images. The subjective nature of this
process could bias the XCS-DR1 samples towards low mass
clusters with higher than average HONs, hence artificially
increasing the average HON in that mass range.
5.3 Redshift evolution in the HON
The recent study of Saito et al. (2016) used subhalo
abundance matching to model the stellar mass function
and redshift-dependent clustering of CMASS-galaxies. Their
model predicts a positive evolution in the mean-halo mass
of CMASS-galaxies, which they attribute to stellar-mass in-
completeness7 at z > 0.6. At higher redshifts, this eﬀect
leads to a decreasing fraction of satellite galaxies within a
halo of given mass; and therefore a non-trivial variation in
the HOD of CMASS-galaxies with redshift.
We investigate their prediction for a redshift-
dependence of the CMASS HOD by dividing the clusters in
the CMASS sample into two redshift bins at z = 0.55. For
both redshift bins, we calculate the α-term of the CMASS
HOD following the method described in Section 4.3. Our
best-fit α-terms are listed in Table 6 and provide some evi-
dence for a shallower slope on the CMASS HOD at higher
7 Which they explain as fainter galaxies being missed by the mag-
nitude cuts of the CMASS target selection.
redshifts, albeit with large uncertainties. This result would
be expected for a decreasing fraction of satellite galaxies
with redshift and lends preliminary support for the claims
made in Saito et al. (2016).
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a direct measurement of the mean
HOD of BOSS-galaxies as a function of halo mass, counting
the number of spectroscopically confirmed BOSS-galaxies
(0.2 < z < 0.7) in 174 X-ray selected galaxy clusters
(log10(M180/M⊙) = 13 − 15). We have also performed a
similar analysis of BOSS-targets (0.43 < z < 0.7) in 76 X-
ray selected galaxy clusters (there is considerable overlap
between the two cluster samples at z > 0.43). This analysis
has demonstrated the following:
(1) When using spectroscopic redshifts from BOSS, the
shape of the directly measured BOSS HOD function is con-
sistent with the models predicted by the clustering analy-
ses of White et al. (2011) and Parejko et al. (2013) for the
CMASS (0.43 < z < 0.7) and LOWZ (0.2 < z < 0.4) BOSS-
galaxy samples, respectively.
(2) When other parameters in the HOD model are frozen
(to best-fit values of W11 and P13), we measure best-fit
slopes of α = 0.91 ± 0.08 and α = 1.27+0.03−0.04 (when XCS-
Ancillary clusters are included) for the CMASS and LOWZ
HOD, respectively. These values are consistent with the
White et al. (2011) HOD-model fit for the CMASS sam-
ple and with the Parejko et al. (2013) HOD-model fit for
the LOWZ sample.
(3) The first two conclusions suggest the simple frame-
work of the HOD-model is suﬃcient to fully describe the
small-scale clustering of galaxies within halos at the galaxy-
group to galaxy-cluster scale.
(4) The lower α-value of the LOWZ HOD measured from
the XCS-DR-only sample (compared to the XCS-DR1 plus
XCS-Anciliary sample) suggests that selection eﬀects in the
XCS-DR1 (M12) sample may be a factor, e.g. because high-
mass clusters tend to be XMM targets, and hence excluded
from XCS-DR1.
(5) When using photometric redshifts that were calcu-
lated specifically for BOSS-target galaxies in the CMASS
redshift range (within 76 XCS clusters), we find the shape
of the directly measured BOSS HOD function, and the mea-
sured slope, is consistent with the models predicted by the
clustering analyses of White et al. (2011).
(6) In both the spectroscopic and the photometric anal-
ysis there are examples of massive halos (where the masses
are determined from their X-ray properties) that contain
either one or zero BOSS-galaxies.
(7) Conclusions 5 and 6 suggest that redshift incomplete-
ness in the SDSS-DR11 sample is not the reason why some
massive (including > 1014h−1M⊙) halos contain either one
or zero BOSS-galaxies.
(8) Conclusion 5 demonstrates that it will be possible to
obtain new understanding of the HOD-model using photo-
metric galaxy surveys, such as The Dark Energy Survey.
(9) When the redshift range of the CMASS analysis is
changed from 0.43 < z < 0.7 to 0.4 < z < 0.7, in direct
accordance with the W11 analysis, the slope (α value) does
not change significantly. A more recent, to W11, derivation
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Table 6. Best-fit index α values and 1-σ uncertainties as inferred from the HOD of CMASS at split into two redshift bins at z = 0.55.
Cluster sample CMASS (0.43 < z < 0.55) α-term CMASS (0.55 < z < 0.7) α-term
XCS-DR1 0.96 ±0.13 (χ2: 49; d.o.f.: 32) 0.80+0.18−0.19 (χ2: 17; d.o.f.: 20)
XCS-DR1+Anc 0.96+0.08−0.09 (χ2: 58; d.o.f.: 40) 0.77
+0.16
−0.17 (χ2: 40; d.o.f.: 30)
of the CMASS HOD-model (Reid et al. 2014), was based on
the 0.43 < z < 0.7 redshift range and is similar to both our
directly measured HOD and the W11 model.
(10) When the CMASS sample was divided into two red-
shift bins, the best-fit slope (α value) is shallower at z > 0.55
compared to z < 0.55. This result provides preliminary sup-
port to the Saito et al. (2016) prediction that there should
be a decreasing fraction of satellite galaxies within a halo of
given mass.
There are several ways that our study could be improved
in future. These include: including X-ray and optical selec-
tion functions to account for biases in the XCS-DR2 sample;
expanding the number of free parameters in the HOD-fit; un-
dertaking spectroscopy on a sample of XCS clusters in the
BOSS footprint that were excluded from the current study
because their redshifts were based on photometry only; and
testing the normalisation of the mass estimation technique
used for the XCS clusters by measuring masses for a sam-
ple of clusters through independent techniques, e.g. weak
lensing shear or resolved X-ray spectroscopy.
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Figure A1. As Figure 4, but with the XCS best fit HOD (red solid line) replacing the HOD fit from W11.
Figure A2. As Figure 5, but with the XCS best fit HOD (green solid line) replacing the HOD fit from P13.
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